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Wood fibres have several advantages compared to man-made synthetic fibres: they have high
specific stiffness, are renewable, relatively inexpensive, available in industrial quantities and
biodegradable. However, to increase and diversify their utilisation, it is necessary to increase
the understanding on what controls their mechanical properties.
In this work, the hygroelastic behaviour of isolated wood fibres has been investigated using
an analytical model and a finite element model based on three dimensional images obtained
using synchrotron-based X-ray micro-computed tomography. It was thus possible to show how
the cell wall responds to a mechanical load or a change in ambient relative humidity.
The wood fibres were then mixed with a biopolymer aiming to produce a cost-efficient,
100% renewable composite material. The microstructure of the produced composites has been
characterised using X-ray microtomography and digital image processing. It was for instance
possible to measure the moisture-induced swelling of fibres embedded in a polymeric matrix.
The experimental results have then been successfully compared with prediction obtained with
a finite element model. The length of the fibres inside the composite has also been measured
from three dimensional images, aiming to understand how each step of the processing chain is
affecting the degradation of the aspect ratio of the reinforcing fibres.
The presence of defects inside the composite has also been quantified using X-ray
microtomography. The effects of the defects on the tensile strength have been predicted using
an analytical model. The results have been compared with the measured tensile strength on each
sample, showing that the size and orientation of the critical defect controls the tensile strength
of the material.
Finally, wood-fibre mats without any matrix material were compressed in the chamber of a
microtomographic scanner. Sequential images were taken during the test. Using digital volume
correlation, it was possible to calculate the local strain field inside the material. The effects of
heterogeneities on the strain field have then been investigated. The applied compressive load
resulted in transport of material from high to low density regions.
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Dedicated to my wife and my child
« Les enfants seuls savent ce qu’ils cherchent. »
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry,
Le petit prince
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Abstract in Swedish

Träfibrer har många fördelar jämfört med tillverkade syntetiska fibrer. Träfibrer har t.ex. hög specifik styvhet, är förnyelsebara, relativt billiga, tillgängliga i industriellt gångbara kvaniteter och är biologiskt nedbrytbara. För
att öka och diversifiera deras användning krävs fördjupad förståelse av vad
som kontrollerar deras mekaniska egenskaper.
I detta arbete har det hygroelastiska beteendet hos isolerade träfibrer studerats med hjälp av en analytisk modell och med finit-element-modellering
utifrån tredimensionella bilder erhållna med synkrotron-Röntgenmikrotomografi. Det var således möjligt att visa hur cellväggen påverkas av
mekanisk belastning eller en förändring av omgivande relativ fuktighet.
Träfibrerna blandades sedan med en biopolymer för att kostnadseffektivt
kunna tillverka ett 100% förnyelsebart kompositmaterial. Mikrostrukturen
hos den tillverkade kompositen har bestämts med Röntgen-mikrotomografi
och digital bildbehandling. Det var t.ex. möjligt att mäta fuktsvällningen hos
fibrer som är inbäddade i den polymera matrisen. De experimentella resultaten har jämförts med förutsägelser från finit-element-modellering med god
överensstämmelse. Fiberlängderna i kompositmaterialet har också bestämts
från de tredimensionella bilderna, med avseende att mäta hur varje steg i
tillverkningskedjan bidrar till förkortning av de förstärkande fibrerna.
Närvaro av defekter inuti kompositerna har också kvantifierats med hjälp
av Röntgen-mikrotomografi. Defekternas inverkan på dragstryka har predikterats med en analytisk modell. Resultaten har jämförts med uppmätt dragstyrka för varje provstav, vilket visar att storlek och orientering av den kritiska defekten har stor inverkan på materialets styrka.
Slutligen har fibermattor utan matrismaterial belastats i tryck inne i en
Röntgen-mikrotomograf. En sekvens av bilder har tagits under pålastning.
Med digital volymskorrelation så kunde töjningsfältet bestämmas inuti
materialet. Heterogeneiteternas inverkan på töjningsfältet har undersökts.
Den pålagda lasten resutlerade i förflyttning av material från områden med
hög densitet till områden med låg densitet.
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1. Motivation

1.1 Introduction
During the last decade, environmental awareness has led to a considerably
increased interest in developing sustainable materials made from renewable
resources. Wood fibres are a renewable biomaterial already available in industrial quantity at relatively low cost. In the pulp and paper industry, wood
fibres are used to produce a wide variety of products: paper for printers,
newsprint or magazines, packaging materials such as board and corrugated
board, tissues and fluff products for diapers. Wood fibres are also used in
more unknown applications such as structural and electric insulation materials in transformers, where cellulosic materials constitute around 10% of the
global weight [1, 2], or in oil filters [3].
Thanks to their decent mechanical properties, wood fibres are also suitable as reinforcement in composite materials [4, 5]. The low density of natural fibres makes their specific properties comparable to those of commonly
used glass fibres [6]. One application of wood-fibre composites is interior
panels in cars, where flax, hemp, kenaf or jute fibres are already used as
reinforcement in synthetic resins [7]. Other promising applications for woodfibre composites are packaging materials, furniture and non-structural building components [8, 9]. The actual production of biocomposites in Europe is
given in Table 1, along with forecast for 2020.
The bulk of wood-fibre composites used today is based on wood chips or
wood flour rather than pulp fibres [10]. The aspect ratio of the wood flour is
one order of magnitude lower than the one of a slender wood fibre [11]. For
these reasons, wood flour is today considered more as an inexpensive filler
rather than a reinforcing material. The use of pulp fibres instead of wood
flour will lead to an improvement of the mechanical performance of the material [12-14], and thus might open up new applications for wood-fibre based
materials.
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Table 1. Use of biocomposites in Europe [15]
.

Estimated quantities in
2010 (tons)

Compression
moulding:
190 000
with natural fibres
40 000
with cotton fibres
100 000
with wood fibres (WPC)
50 000
Extrusion and injection
moulding:
172 000
WPC
167 000
Natural Fibres Rein5 000
forced Plastics
Biocomposites in total
362 000 (14% of all composites market)

Forecast 2020 (under favourable political framework) (tons)
370 000
120 000
100 000
150 000
550 000
450 000
100 000
920 000 (29% of all composites market)

The focus of the present study is on the mechanical properties of wood fibres (papers II and V) and in particular on their mechanical performance in
diverse materials such as biocomposites (papers I, III, IV) or high density
paper, known as pressboard (paper VI).

1.2 Background
Even though wood fibres have suitable mechanical properties, several drawbacks currently limit the development of natural fibre-reinforced materials.
An important disadvantage is the inevitable moisture uptake which occurs in
moist environment. This phenomenon has been widely studied in wood [1619]. However, the values measured on wood cannot directly be transferred to
fibres in wood-fibre composites. In wood, the fibres are attached to one another by the middle lamella which will constrain the swelling of the fibres
[20, 21]. Thus, it is necessary to get a better understanding of the hygroelastic behaviour of isolated wood fibres, which will be the topic of papers II and
V. The swelling of free fibres can then be related to the swelling of wood
and wood-fibre composites.
Another drawback limiting the interest of wood pulp fibre as reinforcement in composite materials is the difficulty to blend hydrophilic wood fibres with traditional hydrophobic polymers: a good dispersion and adhesion
of the fibre is difficult to obtain [22, 23]. To overcome these problems biopolymers, such as Polylactic acid (PLA), which are less hydrophobic than
polypropylene (PP) or polyethylene (PE), have been proven to be more technically suitable and result in better mechanical property and dispersion [12,
22]. However, regardless the matrix, the sample will contain defects such as
voids, cracks or fibre agglomerates. Due to these defects, the engineering
11

properties of the material will be affected. The strength of the material is
particularly sensitive to the presence of defects, since during a mechanical
test the sample will typically fail and break at the weakest cross-section in
the sample.
To be used in a large scale application, an inexpensive way of manufacturing wood-fibre composites should be employed. Extrusion to blend fibres
and polymeric matrix and injection moulding to give a shape to the compound have been proven to be two useful candidates for the production of
wood-fibre reinforced composites [13, 24]. These two processes are wellknown but unfortunately not appropriate for the processing of slender wood
fibres. As a result, it can be shown that the fibres are damaged during the
manufacturing processing [25, 26]. Length degradation will result in a loss
of mechanical performance [27]. X-ray microtomography is a powerful tool
to evaluate this degradation through the procession chain of wood-fibre
composites (paper IV).
All these drawbacks are current limitations for the development of biocomposites. Hopefully, none of them are an absolute limitation. The global
idea of the present work is to study the mechanical behaviour of wood-fibre
based materials (biocomposites, solid wood or pressboard) to first understand the deformation mechanisms, and then use the results to tailor the microstructure of the materials, in order to optimize their properties for a specific application. For instance, for outdoor applications, a dimensionally
stable matrix can be used to limit the moisture sensitivity of the fibres and
thus reduce the global swelling of the material (Paper I). When strength is
needed, it is the presence of defects inside the material and the dispersion of
the fibres which need to be addressed (paper III). The dispersion of the fibres
in the matrix can for instance be improved with the use of compatibilizers
[28-31]. When stiffness is needed it is important to control the aspect ratio of
the fibres and the focus has to be on the manufacturing equipment to avoid
damaging the fibres (Paper IV).
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2. Materials and manufacturing

2.1 Wood fibres
The focus of the present work is on softwood fibres. Softwood fibres are
generally long (2-3 mm [32, 33]), while hardwood fibres are shorter (1 mm)
and less flexible [34]. The difference can also be made between the fibres
growing during the spring (earlywood) and during the summer (latewood):
earlywood fibres have a larger cross section and a thinner cell wall than the
denser latewood fibres (see e.g. [35]). This difference creates the so-called
annual rings used in dendrochronology.
A wood fibre is generally presented as a hollow layered structure. The
different layers are illustrated in Fig. 1. They are designated as (from the
outside to the inside of the tracheid): the primary cell wall (P), the outer layer (S1), the middle layer (S2) and the inner layer (S3) of the secondary cellwall. In the wood tissue, the tracheids are surrounded by the middle lamella,
which holds the cells together.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the cell wall of a softwood tracheid with different
orientations of cellulose microfibrils in the layers.

The secondary fibre wall (S2 layer) forms the main part of the cell-wall
and thus has a large influence on the mechanical and physical properties of
the fibre (see e.g. [36, 37]). The S2 layer exhibits a helical structure, where
the cellulose microfibrils are wound around the axis of the fibre with an angle, known as the microfibril angle (MFA). The MFA depends principally on
13

the growing direction of the tree. When a conifer shoot is moved from its
vertical position, compression wood is formed in the lower part of the shoot.
Compression wood has a higher MFA than normal wood [38, 39]. The
growth rate of the compression wood is faster than in the upper part, resulting in a renewed horizontal growth [40]. The cross-section of the latewood
tracheid is polygonal in the green state, which would induce significant deviations if the geometry is approximated by a cylinder [41]. Each layer is
composed of several polymers: cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Cellulose
is the most common and represents approximately 50% of the volume fraction [42, 43].
Due to the abundance of accessible hydroxyl groups, all the cell-wall polymers are sensitive to moisture. Due to their helical structure, the longitudinal and radial hygroexpansion of the fibres will be coupled with some twist
[44, 45]. The cell-wall hygroexpansion, intimately linked to the fibre swelling, has been estimated from the swelling behaviour of the polymer constituents and ultrastructure [19, 46], measurements of solid wood [47], or backcalculation from measurements of wood-fibre composites [48].
In composites or paper, the fibres have been extracted from wood and will
show different hygroelastic properties due to the mechanical or chemical
treatment that they have undergone during the pulping process [49].

2.2 Polylactic acid
During the last decade, environmental awareness has led to a considerably
increased interest in developing plastic materials made from renewable resources. The global production of renewable plastic has drastically increased
in the last five years (cf. Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Global production of bioplastics [50] .

Polylactic acid (PLA) is one of the already commercially available bioplastics. It is a thermoplastic aliphatic polyester manufactured from starch-rich
renewable resources such as maize, sugar beets or wheat. PLA has decent
physical and mechanical properties, making it a candidate for substitution of
certain petrochemical thermoplastics [51]. Thanks to the good adhesion to
cellulose fibres, PLA is also suitable for use as matrix material in wood–
fibre composites, where it provides stress transfer between the load-carrying
fibres [4, 24, 52-54].

2.3 Manufacturing
To manufacture wood-fibre reinforced composites, different approaches can
be used. In Papers I and III the composites were compression moulded
whereas in Paper IV injection moulding was used. In both processes the
chosen temperature was around 180°C, well above the melting point of the
used PLA (158°C).
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3. Methods

3.1 X-ray microtomography
In order to acquire information about the microstructure of heterogeneous
materials, X-ray micro-Computed Tomography (XµCT) has been proven to
be a really powerful technique in material science [55]. It has been used in
this thesis to analyse different materials: isolated wood tracheids (Paper V),
fibre pressboard (Paper VI) and composites samples (Papers I, II, IV). In this
section a short description of the techniques is given. More detailed information can be found in the literature (see e.g. [56-59]).
The idea of XµCT is to reconstruct the three-dimensional microstructure
of the sample from a number of two-dimensional projections, or more precisely, the special distribution of the local X-ray attenuation coefficients. For
many materials, especially non-diffractive ones, the attenuation coefficient
correlates with local density of the material. As the density is different for
fibres, matrix and air, the resulting images can be used to distinguish between the different constituent materials. The X-ray projections are used to
computationally reconstruct the three-dimensional microstructure of the
sample. The steps involved in XµCT are illustrated in Fig. 3.
The two principal limitations of XµCT are today:
- The size of the sample. A typical resolution for a detector such as
the one of Skyscan 1171 shown in Fig. 4(a) is 4000x2000 pixels.
This means that the size of the sample should not exceed 4000 times
the resolution of the image.
- The time necessary to perform a scan (often several hours for high
resolutions), which makes such a device unsuitable for quality control in industrial production.
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Figure 3. Illustration showing the different steps used in microtomography, inspired
by [57]

3.2 Modelling approaches
Knowing the three-dimensional geometry, different microstructural properties can be measured from a three-dimensional image, which are of interest
for composite mechanics, for instance fibre orientation distribution [60, 61],
fibre length distribution [26, 62] or contacts between the fibres [63, 64].
The measured properties from the three-dimensional images are valuable
input parameters for modelling. An example is the fibre orientation distribution which can be used in a laminate analogy model [48], where the composite with dispersed fibres with a certain orientation distribution is replaced by
a laminate with thin unidirectional layers having different orientations from 180 to 180º. The thickness of each unidirectional layer is linked to the probability of having fibres in that direction. The stiffness of each unidirectional
ply can be estimated by Hashin’s micromechanical model [65, 66]. This
method has been proven reliable to predict the stiffness of biocomposites
[67].
Another possibility is to use the three-dimensional image as a direct input
for a finite element simulation, as in Paper V. The voxel of the threedimensional image can be used as a hexahedron element for the finite element simulation (see e.g. [68, 69]). The other option is to adapt the mesh to
the three-dimensional image aiming to reduce the number of elements. Different routines or commercial softwares are able to mesh three-dimensional
images. A comparison between the different approaches can be found in the
literature [70].
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3.3 In situ mechanical testing
It is possible to perform mechanical tests in the chamber of a microtomograph. Since XµCT is a non-destructive technique, it is possible to scan the
very same sample under different loads. This is what is done in in situ mechanical tests. A typical chamber used for in situ testing is shown in Fig.
4(b). The interest of performing in situ mechanical tests is to track the deformation at a micrometre level. Then digital volume correlation can for
instance be used to calculate the three-dimensional strain field inside the
material [71-73].

Figure 4. (a) Microtomograph Skyscan 1172 (from the manufacturer) and (b) chamber used for in situ mechanical test.
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3. Summary of papers

The papers are listed according to their content in table 2. Thereafter follows
a brief summary of each paper based on their abstracts and conclusions.
Table 2

Paper
Composite

I
x

II

III
x

IV
x

V
x

VI

Wood fibres

x

x

x

x

x

x

XµCT

x

x

x

x

x

Analytical modelling

x

Finite
element
modelling

x

x

x

Mechanical testing

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Paper I
“Swelling of cellulose fibres in composite materials: Constraint effects of the
surrounding matrix”
One of the main drawbacks of the use of wood fibre as reinforcement material is the swelling of these hydrophilic fibres due to moisture uptake (see
Fig. 5). Since the fibres in the composite are generally embedded in a relatively hydrophobic matrix, the surrounding matrix should restrain the swelling of the fibres. In this paper, the constraint effect of the matrix on the fibre
is studied and a micromechanical model is used to predict the swelling of
embedded fibres. The predicted swelling is in concert with direct measurement of various wood–pulp fibre composites by means of three-dimensional
X-ray microtomographic images. A small systematic difference between
predicted and measured hygroexpansion coefficients could be attributed to
resin-filled lumens, which are not accounted for in the model. Radial fibre
swelling was ranked in decreasing order as: thermomechanical pulping,
chemithermomechanical and kraft, with values from 0.27 to 0.15 strain per
relative humidity change for embedded constrained fibres, and about twice
as high for free unconstrained pulp fibres. It is possible to reduce by half the
swelling of the fibre by using a dimensionally stable matrix.

Figure 5. Optical microscopy picture of kraft fibre (a) in a dry state (b) in a moist
saturated state.
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Paper II
“Modelling of the hygroelastic behaviour of normal and compression wood
tracheids”
In this article an analytical model aiming to describe the hygroelastic behaviour of wood fibres is described. The focus is on the difference between
normal and compression wood conifer tracheids. When a conifer shoot is
moved from its vertical position, compression wood is formed in the under
part of the shoot to control the growing direction (see Fig. 6). Compression
wood shows different swelling and stiffness properties than those of usual
normal wood, in order to achieve this practical function in the living plant.
As a first step, a quantitative model is developed to predict the difference of
moisture-induced expansion and axial stiffness between normal wood and
compression wood. The model is based on a state space approach using concentric cylinders with anisotropic helical structure for each cell-wall layer,
whose hygroelastic properties are in turn determined by a self-consistent
concentric cylinder assemblage of the constituent wood polymers. The predicted properties compare well with experimental results found in the literature. Significant differences in both stiffness and hygroexpansion are found
for normal and compression wood, primarily due to the large difference in
microfibril angle and lignin content. On the basis of these numerical results,
some functional arguments for the reason of high microfibril angle, high
lignin content and cylindrical structure of compression wood tracheids are
supported.

Figure 6. Development of compression wood in softwood.
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Paper III
“Effects of defects on the tensile strength of short-fibre composite materials”
Heterogeneous materials tend to fail at the weakest cross-section, where the
presence of microstructural heterogeneities or defects controls the tensile
strength. Thus the prediction of strength of composite material should generally not be based on global average properties but on the properties of the
weakest cross-section of the material. In short-fibre composites, unwanted
fibre agglomerates are likely to initiate tensile failure. Different samples will
have different amounts of agglomerates, as illustrated in Fig.7, and thus a
different tensile strength. In this study, the dimensions and orientation of
fibre agglomerates have been analysed from three-dimensional images obtained by X-ray microtomography. The geometry of the specific agglomerate
responsible for failure initiation has been identified and correlated with the
strength. At the plane of fracture, a defect in the form of a large fibre agglomerate was almost inevitably found. These experimental findings highlight a problem of some existing strength criteria, which are principally
based on a rule of mixture of the strengths of constituent phases, and not on
the weakest link. Only a weak correlation was found between stress concentration induced by the critical agglomerate and the strength. A strong correlation was however found between the stress intensity and the strength,
which underlines the importance of the size of the critical defect in formulation of improved failure criteria for short-fibre composites. The increased
use of three-dimensional imaging will facilitate the quantification of dimensions of the critical flaws.

Figure 7. Agglomeration of fibres inside different composite samples. The width of
each sample is 6 mm.
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Paper IV
“X-ray micro-computed tomography investigation of fibre length degradation during the processing steps of short-fibre composites”
The mechanical properties of composites in the fibre direction are mainly
attributed to the fibre slenderness, or aspect ratio. A trade-off between performance and processability is usually required, and dependent on the intended application. If the fibre length could be retained or not severely degraded during various processing steps towards the injection-moulded component, a stiffer and stronger composite product could be obtained. The processing steps for injection moulded wood-fibre composites here include:
Pulping, commingling, extrusion, pelletizing, and injection moulding. In
Fig. 8, a three-dimensional reconstruction of the microstructure of the commingled material is found. To tune the processing parameters systematically
for retained fibre length, it would be useful to investigate the degradation of
the original fibre length distribution throughout the processing chain. The
fibre length degradation has been monitored by X-ray micro-computed tomography through the processing steps in wood pulp-fibre reinforced polylactide. A significant fibre-length degradation was found, in particular, the
extrusion step was found to result in a drastic fibre length reduction.

Figure 8. 3D visualization of the commingled of pulp and PLA fibres. The width of
the sample is approximately 1 mm.
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Paper V
“Moisture induced swelling properties of a single wood cell”
Wood cells constitute the main building block in engineered wood-based
materials, whose delimiting property frequently is moisture induced swelling. The hygroexpansion properties of wood cells, technically known as
fibres, are used as input in predictive micromechanical models aimed for
materials design. Values presented in the literature largely depend on the
microfibrillar angle, the geometry of the fibre and limiting modelling assumptions. Synchrotron X-ray micro-computed tomography has recently
prompted means for detailed measurements of the geometry of unconstrained individual fibres undergoing moisture-induced swelling, which
makes it possible to directly quantify the hygroexpansion properties of the
cell wall (see Fig. 9). These values can essentially be regarded as material
properties since they are not compromised by the mentioned dependencies.
In addition to the well-defined three-dimensional geometry, the present approach also accounts for the large deformations and the fact that cell-wall
stiffness depends on the presence of moisture. A mixed numericalexperimental approach was adopted where an finite-element updating
scheme was used to simulate the swelling going from the experimental fibre
geometry at 47% relative humidity to the predicted geometry of the fibre in
the wet state at 80% relative humidity at equilibrium conditions. The hygroexpansion coefficients were identified by comparing the predicted and the
experimental fibre geometry in the wet state. The obtained values were 0.17
strain per change in relative humidity transverse to the microfibrils in the
cell wall, and 0.014 along the microfibrils.

Figure 9. A three-dimensional view of a wood fibre at ambient relative humidity.
The length of the fibre is 0.8 mm.
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Paper VI
“A 3D in situ investigation of the deformation mechanisms in compressive
loading in the thickness direction of cellulose fiber mats”
Fiber mat materials based on cellulose natural fibres combine a useful set of
properties, including renewability, stiffness, strength, dielectric insulation,
etc. The dominant in-plane fibre orientation ensures the in-plane performance, at the expense of reduced out-of-plane behaviour, which has not been
studied as extensively as the in-plane behaviour. Quantitative use of X-ray
micro-computed tomography and strain analyses under in situ loading open
up possibilities to identify key mechanisms responsible for deformations. In
the present investigation, focus is placed on the out-of-plane deformation
under compressive loading of thick, high density paper, known as pressboard
(see Fig. 10). The samples were compressed in the chamber of a microtomographic scanner. 3D images were captured before and after the loading the
sample. From sequential 3D images, the strain field inside the material was
calculated using digital volume correlation. The first principal strain component of the strain tensor showed a significant correlation with the density
variation in the material. This shows that manufacturing-induced inhomogeneities in the microstructure, related to the manufacturing process, create
strain concentration zones in the sample, contributing to the overall compliance of the material.

Figure 10. Fibre pressboard. Dimension of the sample are 4x4x2.2 mm
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4. Conclusions and future work

Wood-fibre based materials (e.g. biocomposites, pressboard, and cardboard)
have a potential to be used as structural material in load bearing applications.
However, to increase and diversify their use, the mechanical behaviour has
to be better understood. Microtomography is an excellent tool to visualise
the microstructure of these heterogeneous materials. The understanding of
the global behaviour of material should not be limited only to the observation of phenomenon. Modelling techniques can be used to predict the deformation of some microstructures. Since microtomography is a non-destructive
technique, the experimental results can be directly compared to numerical
results aiming to validate a numerical approach.
The main conclusions of the Ph.D. thesis are based on the conclusions of
the enclosed papers on the general topic of the relation between structure and
mechanical properties of wood fibres and engineered materials based on
wood fibres:
• The sensibility of wood fibres to moisture can be partially supressed
when the fibres are embedded in a dimensionally stable polymeric matrix. This should be taken into consideration when designing composites
for outdoor application
• Softwood is able to control its growing direction by producing compression wood. At some point of the growing process, compression wood fibres are able to swell and due to their helical structure they will twist and
consequently push the adjacent fibres to reorient the growing direction
of the tree. This explains the cylindrical geometry of compression wood
tracheids. By adopting a circular cross section the torsion rigidity of the
section is reduced. The high microfibrillar angle of compression wood
means that a higher actuation can be achieved in the axial direction as
compared with normal wood.
• During a tensile test, the composite material will fail at its weakest
cross-section. The prediction of the strength of short-fibre composite
materials should then be based on the properties of defects inside the
sample and not on the average properties of the constituents of the composite. Fibre agglomerates, i.e. bundles of undispersed fibres, have been
proven have a large impact on tensile strength of wood-fibre reinforced
composites. Their size orientation and shape is in particular affecting the
strength of the material.
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•

•

•

Extrusion and injection moulding are efficient ways to produce woodfibre composites. It is then possible to utilize conventional industrial
equipment to produce biocomposites. However, this equipment is not
tailored for the use of natural fibres which are particularly weak in the
transverse direction. As a result the fibres are drastically damaged during
the manufacturing process and are losing their interesting aspect ratios.
A microtomographic study has shown that the compounding stage of
pelletization results in severe fibre length degradation. Microtomography
can be a useful tool to identify processing steps which have a large impact microstructural parameters that control the mechanical performance.
It is now possible to characterise the three-dimensional geometry of
isolated wood fibres at different ambient relative humidities in synchrotron X-ray micro-computed tomography. These images can be used as
input of a finite element model. It is then possible to tune the material
properties used as input of the finite element simulation to have a numerical deformation matching the experimental one. Using this technique,
we were able to measure the hygroexpansion properties of the cell wall
directly.
Performing a compression test in the chamber of a microtomographic
scanner allowed us to track the deformation of a thick and dense paper,
known as pressboard. Using digital volume correlation the threedimensional strain field was measured inside the material. The results
emphasise the effects of heterogeneities which create strain concentration within the sample.

Micromechanics has a potentially important role in the development of
engineered wood materials, but it should be developed jointly together with
users and stakeholders. Future close collaboration with chemists and process
engineers in materials development is a necessity to make modelling work
and experimental micromechanics useful and form the basis for decision
making in manufacturing, choice of raw materials, and material modification.
Image analysis and quantitative microtomography are potentially very
useful tools in mechanics of materials. Numerical models can be validated
by direct comparison with experimental results in three dimensions. Indeed,
since XµCT is a non-destructive technique it is possible to acquire images
under different loading conditions. The obtained results might then be directly confronted to the numerical predictions. Finite element updating techniques can be used to find the material properties of objects which lead to an
agreement between simulation and experiments. It is thus possible to measure material properties on irregular heterogeneous objects. Development of
3D image analysis of XµCT in combination with finite element simulations
27

could rationalize the development of manmade materials, such as natural
fibre composites.
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